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With an alternative media riddled with faction based groups and intelligence agents, 

Monarch agents using honey pot tactics and diversion of the truth, this is a show I do not 

particularly like doing, but has been building up and it's all came to a head this month, 

where I could no longer sit back and not say something. Truth, Honor & Integrity will 

always apply here, and we will always strive to keep it real. SOUND OF SILENCE 

Tonight's show will be deep and heavy, it will pull no punches and will not be the softly 

softly approach we normally observe on this show, I will call it, them and people out as it 

is, we are past the point of no return and social niceties no longer apply. If you don't like 

it tough shit, can't handle truth or reality tough shit, grow a set or go back to sleep. It will 

have much wider implications than just people losing their jobs, whether you stay 6 foot 

apart or not, observe and comply with marker tape channels all designed to stop you 

interacting. It goes way beyond the frustrations of you can't go to the gym, beach, parks 

or hairdressers, it goes much deeper than that. The irony of them using the 6 foot moniker 

should not be lost on people, six foot is the distance we get buried at, and they are 

burying us literally and figuratively. Social distancing has zero to do with a virus and 

everything to do with controlling you, do you really believe a virus stays 6 feet 1 inch or 

more away from you? oh my intelligent viruses who only attach to a host inside 6 feet, an 

outright conspiracy theory if ever there was one. So this virus stays 6 feet away from you, 

yet curiously travelled 6K miles from Wuhan, China to America's west coast, then 

another 3K miles to the east coast, yet stays 6 feet away from people? And people believe 

this utter shit, I have never heard a more weird and frankly ridiculous conspiracy theory 

in all my life, it resembles several narratives that came out of the very organization who 

created the term conspiracy theory to begin with, The CIA. I am told you need an IQ of 

135-140 to become one of their agents, me thinks they have a totally different IQ test to 

everyone else, as this theory is based on levels of a special type of retardness.  If masks 

work as we are told, why are people worried about the ones who don't wear masks? 

because with that stance, clearly the mask wearer is not fully convinced that the masks 

they are wearing, actually do work, are they? The virus is a respiratory one, all people 

have bacteria in their throats and lungs, and what happens if those bacteria don't come out 

because they are masked off? they proliferate. Viruses love warm and wet conditions, put 

your hand inside your mask and feel the warm and wet conditions yourselves, and ask 

yourselves the questions are these conditions conducive to bacteria and viruses? I will 

give you the answer, it is yes. Same applies to vaccines, if the vaccines are safe and they 

work as the public are told, why would you care if someone hasn't been vaccinated? why 

is that a threat to you? It's not a threat to you that someone has had a vaccine or not, in 

fact statistically the ones who have had the vaccines are more prone to illness or death. 

So, under that criteria of facts, it is the non vaccinated people who should point at the 

vaccinated and state, you are a threat to me, not the other way round. But media, 

politicians and authorities throw out rules and ask people to enforce them, this is not 
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social distancing this is social conditioning, under the hidden guise of MK Ultra. Mk 

Ultra has a policy of isolating the person they wish to control, solitary confinement is the 

term used, and deprivation is another tactic they use as part of the program. Controlled 

environments for the person, areas where they can and can't go all marked out, and they 

are not allowed to step outside of the boundary, with the ultimate goal of the person not 

being allowed to think for themselves, sound familiar? If not, wake the fuck up. Just like 

political correctness that was a meme to stifle discourse, this is a meme to create a totally 

divided society, only one group wins with that ploy, and yet it is being enforced by the 

very people they are stifling, utter madness. The old system of control are the only ones 

who gains. One question too few ask is, are politicians, police, councilors, public officials 

and the media all immune to the virus? because none of them wear the masks. A recent 

press conference with Trump and Corona virus task team not one had a mask. How is it 

they are immune? have they had some magic pill? or is the real truth, this virus is not 

what they make it out to be. This show lays it all out and becomes your responsibility to 

act upon it, if you lack the balls or don't wish to be personally responsible, switch off 

now, and run along with the mask wearing bot people. I have no time, compassion or 

empathy for those people any longer, and they are complicit in crimes against humanity, 

by their cowardice and unwillingness to not see or hear anything not scripted by 

Agencies, Media, Churches and Governments. Humanity will not go forward with these 

people, and will in the future not be a part of this world or its people and beings, it will be 

back off to the sleeping pods, the city of light and illusion world for them, no exceptions. 

This is not another case to ignore and go oh well, you need to go Orwell, as in we were 

warned in 1984. ZOMBIE 

 

If HOMES are safe as recommended by the Government and Authorities, please tell me 

why thousands of elderly globally are dying in "care" HOMES? Tonight we will present 

all the evidence of such and the depth of it is staggering, and all unfolding in front of our 

eyes, to a largely oblivious and dumbstruck populace. Here are several examples of 

national media and a few alternative media pieces that will leave you with a choice, 

ignorance is no longer a choice, but a way of life. There were rumblings of this before 

our start date but this is where we will start. 3/24 Spanish soldiers helping to fight the 

corona virus pandemic have found elderly patients in retirement homes abandoned and, 

in some cases, dead in their beds, the defence ministry has said. Spanish prosecutors said 

an investigation had been launched. The military has been brought in to help disinfect 

care homes in Spain, one of Europe's worst hit countries. Meanwhile, an ice rink in 

Madrid is to be used as a temporary mortuary for Covid-19 victims, officials said. The 

virus is spreading very fast in Spain - the second worst-hit European country after Italy. 

Spanish Defence Minister Margarita Robles told the private TV channel Telecinco that 

the government was "going to be strict and inflexible when dealing with the way older 

people are treated" in retirement homes. "The army, during certain visits, found some 

older people completely abandoned, sometimes even dead in their beds," she said. The 
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defence ministry said that staff at some care homes had left after the corona virus was 

detected. Health officials have said that in normal circumstances, the bodies of deceased 

residents are put in cold storage until they are collected by the funeral services. But when 

the cause of death is suspected to be linked to corona virus. they are left in their beds 

until they can be retrieved by properly equipped funeral staff. In the capital Madrid, 

which has seen the highest number of cases and deaths, that could take up to 24 hours, 

officials said. 

 

It didn't take long for the cesspit and main headquarters of the New World Order to get in 

on the act, in comes New York and it's surrounding boroughs and neighboring state New 

Jersey. The coronavirus patients began arriving the last week of March, transferred to the 

Gurwin Jewish Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, under a New York state mandate 

requiring nursing homes to accept those recovering from COVID-19, even if they still 

might be contagious. Yes, you heard that right they were transferring contagious people 

to the homes, why? maybe clearer in next line. At the time, the Long Island nursing home 

had only one known resident who had contracted the virus, according to the facility’s 

president and CEO, Stuart Almer. The Long Island and the place where MK Ultra was 

most prevalent at Montauk. The Montauk Project is where a series of secret United States 

government projects conducted at Camp Hero or Montauk Air Force Station in Montauk, 

New York, for the purpose of developing psychological warfare techniques, mind control 

experiments and various other experiments on humans. All perpetrated by the so called 

German Scientists of the Paperclip crew, but most have been proven to not be of German 

origin, but to be Jewish born. The fact they were sending contagious people to a Jewish 

home is further evidence of our From Russia with Love series, of despite them being 

Jewish per se, they care not for their so called own people, in fact they care not for any 

people but themselves. The series Stranger things was in part based on Montauk, and 

Montauk was the original name for that series. A month later, Gurwin is battling an 

outbreak that’s killed 24 residents — only three of whom were hospital transfers — and 

one staff member, who worked in housekeeping, Almer said. The nursing home is still 

mandated to take in recovering hospital patients known to have the virus, potentially 

increasing its spread in the facility. “We can’t say for sure” whether the virus has spread 

because of the patients transferred under the state mandate, Almer said. “But it’s certainly 

not helping the situation.” Take note of this as these three will become prevalent as the 

story unfolds. Three states hit hard by the pandemic — New York, New Jersey and 

California — have ordered nursing homes and other long-term care facilities to accept 

corona virus patients discharged from hospitals. The policy, intended to help clear in-

demand hospital beds for sicker patients, has prompted sharp criticism from the nursing 

home industry, staff members and concerned families, as well as some leading public 

health experts. “Nursing homes are working so hard to keep the virus out, and now we’re 

going to be introducing new COVID-positive patients?” asked David Grabowski, a 

professor of health policy at Harvard Medical School. The irony of someone from 
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Harvard speaking up should not be lost on our listeners either, we reported in January that 

Harvard, along with a company from California, Dr. Fauci, Pelosi and others were 

funding and assisting the Wuhan facility, where the source of the outbreak came from.  

 

Around early or mid April we sent some private people in New York, to go into every 

New York hospital and report back what they were seeing, the outcome of those reports 

where, the hospitals were all empty, no cars in the car park, hardly any staff and hardly 

any patients. The Media were showing at this time, overworked staff and beds were full, 

except all the people in the beds, were not people at all, but were mannequins or 

dummies. They were caught and admitted it in public, yet where is the outcry over them 

producing fake news, where are the alt media groups being set up to take down the 

media, like we have a few groups all designed to take down this host or show, where are 

they?  

 

4/9 Care homes for older people across much of Europe and North America are 

struggling to cope with the global corona virus pandemic, prompting allegations of 

inhumane treatment and calls for high-level inquiries. Appalling stories have emerged 

from residential homes, which have emerged as a key location for infections. People aged 

70 and older are at higher risk of getting very sick or dying from the corona virus, and 

people 85 and over are even more vulnerable, global figures show. Those last two age 

groups should be noted in peoples minds as this story unfolds. 

 

4/10 The new corona virus has killed 24 people from seven Oregon senior care homes, 

accounting for just under half of all deaths in the state attributed to the infection, 

according to numbers state officials released Saturday. It’s the first time the state has 

acknowledged the disease has preyed so heavily on the vulnerable people living in senior 

homes. 

 

4/10 Nearly 2,500 long-term care facilities in 36 states are battling corona virus cases, 

according to data gathered by NBC News from state agencies, but federal government 

isn't tracking them. An explosive increase of 522 percent compared to a federal tally just 

10 days ago. The total dwarfs the last federal estimate on March 30 — based on 

“informal outreach” to state health departments — that more than 400 nursing homes had 

at least one case of the virus. The full scale of the virus’ impact is even greater than NBC 

News’ tally, as key states including Florida did not provide data, and nursing homes 

across the United States are still struggling for access to testing. So, the great American 

retirement state Florida, does not provide data on it's most prominent people? really and 

do people not ask why? 

 

In Spain, the army has reported finding dead and abandoned people in their beds after it 

was drafted in to help disinfect care centres. Care homes in the Madrid region alone have 
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reported the deaths of 4,260 residents who were diagnosed with corona virus or had 

associated symptoms since 8 March, the regional government said on Wednesday. In 

France almost a third of all corona virus deaths have been of residents in care homes, 

according to the latest figures released on Tuesday a total of 3,237 people have died in 

care homes. In Paris alone there were 172 deaths and over 2,300 homes have reported at 

least one case of Covid-19. At one of the worst affected care homes in Mougins, near 

Cannes in the Alpes-Martimes, 31 people – one third of its total number of residents – 

have died since 20 March. A spokesperson for the home also revealed that 14 of the 50 

staff had tested positive for Covid-19. The family of one resident who died is taking legal 

action against persons unknown for “endangering a person’s life”. On Wednesday, Le 

Monde published an op-ed from Monique Pelletier, a former minister for women, who 

criticised the “incomprehensible and inhumane” way residents in some retirement homes 

were being treated. “It’s taken hundreds of deaths of ‘the old’ in these establishments … 

from Covid-19 for people to finally show some interest in them,” she wrote. “First of all 

we ‘forgot’ to publish the number of them who died daily, reserving that only for those 

who died in hospital for more than a week, then we learn more than 3,000 have died.” 

She said many residents had been shut away in their rooms for six weeks without seeing 

anyone else except hard-pressed staff after visits were banned. In Italy an anomalously 

high number of recent deaths in the country’s care homes has prompted calls for a 

parliamentary inquiry. According to figures from the Higher Health Institute (ISS), 3,859 

people have died in care homes across the country operated by the RSA organisation 

since 1 February, of whom 133 had tested positive for corona virus and 1,310 suffered 

symptoms connected with it. However, Giovanni Rezza, the ISS’s chief epidemiologist, 

told reporters on Tuesday the figures are underestimates, given that few tests have been 

carried out on residents. In Germany there have been reports of deaths in homes totalling 

hundreds across the country, in the worst case so far, 29 out of 160 residents at a care 

home in the northern city of Wolfsburg died after 74 residents became infected. 

Prosecutors are now investigating the home on charges of death through negligence. 

Gerda Hasselfeldt, president of the German Red Cross, described the situation in care 

homes as “extremely fraught”. “If we are not careful, over the next few weeks hospitals 

will have to face the prospect of admitting many patients from care homes,” she warned. 

The Red Cross a part of this scandal, along with WHO and the UN, don't think for one 

second the Red Cross which symbolizes blood on the cross and a reference to the entity 

known as Jesus, is a Swiss based organization ran by the Rothschild's clan and have 

committed genocide over the years against the people. But lets replay again what she said 

shall we “If we are not careful, over the next few weeks hospitals will have to face the 

prospect of admitting many patients from care homes,” so having developed a policy of 

transferring alleged Covid patients to the care homes, she now wants to transfer them all 

back to the hospitals, are you seeing the picture now? 
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4/13 Earlier this week, chief public health officer Dr. Theresa Tam announced half of 

Canada’s coronavirus deaths stem from outbreaks in long-term care facilities for seniors. 

Dr. Theresa Tam confirmed on Monday that there are now a total of 24,824 cases of 

COVID-19 in Canada, as well as 734 deaths, most of which are linked to outbreaks in 

long-term care facilities.  

 

4/15 UK report Care homes cannot safely accept hospital patients suffering from corona 

virus without risking the lives of residents, ministers were told on Wednesday. Matt 

Hancock, the Health Secretary, said hospital patients who tested positive for Covid-19 

would continue to be discharged into care homes, despite growing evidence that the 

policy is fuelling outbreaks and deaths. Charities and local authority leaders said the 

approach, designed to free up hospital beds, was "madness" because many homes do not 

have the resources to keep vulnerable and elderly residents safe. It came with the 

Government facing growing criticism of the handling of the corona virus crisis in care 

homes. Governments do NOT play a role in creating policies, none, they are given scripts 

to follow by psychopaths way above government levels, some will know it as the Deep 

State, but they are low level puppets as well. But it should not negate their ability to think 

and speak out, as ultimately as the blame system works they will be made responsible for 

1000k's of deaths, due to their silence. 

 

Figures from April 17th and it has got much worse since then is, Spain 66% Norway 

64%, Canada 57%, Ireland 55%, Belgium and France 49%, Scotland 45%, Wales 25%, 

England 21% Other EU countries reporting 37% and above, Singapore 20% and 

Australia at 14%, so what do those figures represent? they are all the percentages of 

Covid-19 deaths in care homes only. WHISPER A PRAYER 

 

Italian authorities have broadened their investigation into care home deaths during the 

corona virus outbreak after 190 people were reported to have died at Milan’s largest care 

home. Police on Wednesday seized documents connected to Pio Albergo Trivulzio, 

which has more than 1,000 elderly residents, from the offices of the Lombardy regional 

authorities amid what has been described as a “massacre”. 

 

BRITAIN'S care home residents are in danger, as recorded corona virus deaths among 

the elderly continue to rise sharply On Easter Monday, the government's chief scientific 

adviser Sir Patrick Vallance, said 13 per cent of care homes across Britain had been 

struck by Covid-19 so far.  

 

Recent days and weeks have witnessed a spike in COVID-19 deaths in Germany’s 

elderly care homes. Elderly residents of these facilities, who often suffer from pre-

existing health conditions, are more likely to experience a serious illness as a result of a 

COVID-19 infection. The large number of deaths stems from the failure to implement 
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timely countermeasures or follow them, a shortage of staff, overworked personnel and the 

absence of personal protective equipment (PPE). The thing to note is, patients who often 

suffer from pre-existing health conditions. These research centers have perfected drugs, 

vaccines and viruses to target certain groups, be it be the color of your skin, certain 

family lines and more importantly age groups. This is not science of the future as relayed 

in the media, it is long in the past, the CIA and others were using these tactics on 

unsuspecting Americans and various other countries and peoples, at the minimum as far 

back as the 1940's, and possibly earlier under OSS, SS being the operative letters, and no 

the SS was not German per se.  

 

Up to 1 May, there had been 8,312 deaths in care homes in England and Wales where the 

corona virus was written on the death certificate, according to the Office for National 

Statistics (ONS). This represents a quarter of all deaths associated with the virus to that 

date. The number increases to 12,526 when care home residents who died outside care 

homes - such as in hospital - are included. In Scotland, 1,438 people had died in care 

homes - or 45% of all deaths. Northern Ireland currently does not produce similar 

breakdowns. While on average April sees about 8,400 deaths in care homes - this year 

there have been 26,563 deaths in England and Wales, so about 18,000 more than 

expected. With only 8,000 of these attributed to corona virus on death certificates, 

questions have been raised about what has contributed to the other 10,000 deaths. 

 

May 5, 2020 New York state is reporting more than 1,700 previously undisclosed deaths 

at nursing homes and adult care facilities, as the state faces scrutiny over how it's 

protected vulnerable residents during the corona virus pandemic. They were not 

protecting them, they were killing them. At least 4,813 people have died from COVID-19 

in the state's nursing homes since March 1, according to a tally released by Governor 

Andrew Cuomo's administration late Monday that, for the first time, includes people 

believed to have been killed by the corona virus before their diagnoses could be 

confirmed by a lab test. 

 

Exactly how many nursing home residents have died remains uncertain despite the state's 

latest disclosure, as the list doesn't nursing home residents who were transferred to 

hospitals before dying. The revised list shows that 22 nursing homes, largely in New 

York City and Long Island, have reported at least 40 deaths. Parker Jewish Institute in 

Queens and Isabella Geriatric Center — one of New York City's largest nursing homes 

with 705 beds - have reported the highest number of deaths: 71 and 64, respectively. 

 

Audrey Waters, a spokeswoman for Isabella Geriatric Center, said in an email last week, 

"Isabella, like all other nursing homes in New York City, initially had limited access to 

widespread and consistent in-house testing to quickly diagnose our residents and staff. 

This hampered our ability to identify those who were infected and asymptomatic, despite 
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our efforts to swiftly separate anyone who presented symptoms." In many cases, the 

state's new figures reveal many more deaths than previously reported at nursing homes: 

Isabella Geriatric Center had 13 COVID-19 deaths reported as of May 1, and now reports 

the deaths of 21 patients who were confirmed to have COVID-19 along with 43 deaths of 

residents presumed to have COVID-19. And Ozanam Hall of Queens now is reporting a 

total of 53 deaths, up from just 10. Several veterans' homes have been especially hard-hit 

by the virus: The Long Island State Veterans Home has reported 53 deaths; including 48 

confirmed and five presumed COVID-19 deaths. Long Island again rears it's head, seeing 

the picture now? The New York State Veterans Home at St. Albans in Queens has 

reported 33 deaths while New York State Veterans Home at Montrose in Westchester 

says 22 residents have died. 

 

5/8 Nearly half of all deaths related to corona virus in California, are linked to elder care 

facilities. 

 

5/9 At least 28,100 residents and workers have died from the corona virus at nursing 

homes and other long-term care facilities for older adults in the United States, according 

to a New York Times database. The virus so far has infected more than 153,000 at some 

7,700 facilities. 

 

5/15 At the time of writing, at least 29,100 people living or working in long-term care in 

the U.S. have died from COVID-19, but the number is undoubtedly higher. A staggering 

one-third of corona virus deaths across the United States are linked to nursing homes. 

New Jersey — the state where I served for seven years as a nursing home chaplain — 

reports that nearly 40% of corona virus-related deaths are linked to nursing facilities. 

 

5/18 Like elsewhere, Sweden’s Covid-19 related deaths have disproportionately hit the 

elderly. But critics argue that many of those fatalities could have been avoided, if the 

authorities had taken more steps to focus attention on the most vulnerable demographic. 

Earlier this month, Sweden said prosecutors had started an investigation into the high 

death rate at a care home. Half of those over 70 years old who have died from Covid-19 

in Sweden lived in nursing homes, according to national statistics at the end of April. As 

of Monday, the country had registered 3,256 Covid-19 related deaths. 

 

There is growing evidence that the COVID-19 pandemic is having a deadly impact on 

elderly residents at care homes around the world.  A report released by academics at the 

London School of Economics claims that, 60 percent of all corona virus deaths in some 

countries may be linked to those facilities. Elderly residents in care homes are 

particularly vulnerable to the pandemic as they fall within the highest-risk age category, 

while. " living in an environment where a virus can spread rapidly due to communal 
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dining halls and shared rooms" and they told all people to stay at home? connecting the 

dots now? 

 

5/20 About 90% of the 3,700 people who have died from corona virus in Sweden were 

over 70, and half were living in care homes. More than three-quarters of deaths in care 

homes (77%) are suspected cases, leading to complaints that Belgium is over-counting 

corona virus deaths. In Madrid, the total for Covid, or suspected Covid, deaths since 8 

March stood at 5,886 on Thursday, in Catalonia, it was 3,375. Between them, care home 

deaths in the two regions account for more than a third of all the corona virus deaths in 

the country. The prime focus was on a care home in Milan, which had more than 1,000 

residents and where there was an unusual increase in deaths in March. An investigation 

began, and care home officials found that 300 residents had died between January and 

April. Of the 900 residents still in the home, 34% were positive for Covid-19. Italy’s 

higher health institute found that between 1 February and 17 April there had been 6,773 

deaths across all care homes, 40% of which were due to Covid-19. 

 

Residents of nursing homes have accounted for a staggering proportion of Covid-19 

deaths in the US, where more than 85,000 people have died. Privately compiled data 

shows that such deaths now account for more than half of all fatalities in 14 states, 

according to the Kaiser Family Foundation. But only 33 states report nursing home-

related deaths, so the true extent of the problem across the state remains unknown. There 

in a nutshell describes America, zero standardization across the board, one state has one 

rule the next doesn't. A staggering oversight into how the police, government, hospitals, 

justice systems and intelligence agencies operating under different laws, rules, by laws, 

that people in their departments within an organization doesn't know what the next 

department is doing or does. One visit to the DMV shows you that, and one call to any 

organizations customer service proves it beyond all doubt. Why are only 33 of 50 states 

reporting the statistics, how can you develop any statistically based patterns, with 1/3 or 

33% not reporting them, does anyone think this is a serious flaw or ask why? 

 

At an April 23 press conference, Gov. Andrew Cuomo sounded indignant, when a 

reporter asked if anyone had objected to New York’s policy, of forcing nursing homes to 

admit recently discharged COVID-19 patients. “They don’t have the right to object,” 

Cuomo answered before the reporter finished his question. “That is the rule, and that is 

the regulation, and they have to comply with it.” New York isn’t the only state to adopt a 

policy ordering long-term care facilities to admit COVID-19-infected patients discharged 

from hospitals. New Jersey, Massachusetts, and California—three states also hit 

particularly hard by the novel coronavirus—passed similar policies to free up hospital 

beds to make room for sicker patients. The practice is coming under increased scrutiny by 

health experts and family members of deceased patients who say the orders needlessly 

put the most susceptible populations at risk. “The whole thing has just been handled 
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awfully … by everybody in regard to nursing homes,” said Kathleen Cole, a nurse who 

recently lost her 89-year-old mother who lived at Ferncliff Nursing Home in Rhinebeck, 

New York. “It’s like a slaughterhouse at these places.” Cole, who shared her story with 

the Bucks County Courier Times, told the paper her mother, Dolores McGoldrick, 

became infected with COVID-19 on April 2 after Ferncliff re-admitted a resident who 

had been discharged in late March. Two weeks later her mother, a former school teacher, 

was dead. McGoldrick is one of nearly five thousand COVID-19 victims who died in 

New York nursing homes, according to new figures from The New York Times. New 

York’s high nursing home death toll is not an outlier, California recently released 

data showing that some 40 percent of California’s COVID-19 fatalities have come from 

eldercare homes. In Pennsylvania, nursing homes account for 65 percent of COVID-19 

deaths. Both states, like New York, had orders in place that required nursing homes to 

admit recently released COVID-19 patients. Here is what should happen like now, not 

some two year investigation and people get a slap on the wrist, now. All politicians and 

officials who ordered people out of hospitals into care homes should be arrested, and 

charged for mass genocide against the people of each state. The people of that state have 

to demand it now, and make them all accountable now, otherwise these jackasses of death 

will kill more people, more of us, not them. When you are getting $13K per Covid patient 

and $39K for people on ventilators the fact whether they die or not, matters little to 

money oriented people or states. The evil, sick and incompetent way this country and 

others have handled this fake pandemic should shake every citizen to the core, the fact it 

is only the few that are in any way horrified is exactly why these issues exist to begin 

with, no one takes any responsibility or is accountable. 

 

The same day as Commandant Cuomo up stepped another group to goose step over 

Americans. The United States Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has raided a 

Michigan clinic that was offering intravenous vitamin C treatment for people exposed to 

the coronavirus. The raid comes despite doctors in China and New York state already 

using vitamin C to save the lives of patients infected with the virus. Viewed in light of the 

growing worldwide threats to civil rights, the use of law enforcement to remove access to 

a safe and effective natural treatment for the virus is a disturbing development. The 

clinic, the Allure Medical Spa, located in the Shelby Charter Township, Macomb County, 

a suburb of Detroit, is said to have been offering intravenous vitamin C free of charge to 

essential workers including hospital staff, police officers and paramedics, as well as to 

patients. Subsequent to the raid it was reported that the doctor running the clinic, Dr. 

Charles Mok, has been charged with ‘health care fraud’. The complaint filed by the FBI 

apparently includes the claim that he “used the COVID-19 pandemic as an opportunity to 

bill insurers for vitamin C infusions fraudulently represented as COVID-19 treatments 

and preventative measures.” 
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According to their statistics dated on May 22nd there has been 335k Corona virus deaths 

with the lead country for deaths, no surprise that it is America. Which has the most deaths 

anyway due to it's pathetic and appalling so called health care system, that denies 

millions access due to being unable to afford it, and greed based Insurance companies 

and Hospitals charging excessive amounts like $450 for a cardboard wrist splint and 2 

bandages. Yet lets go back to the beginning shall we and the virus that was deliberately 

released via the Wuhan Lab which has connections to Harvard, The CIA and California, 

plus Dr. Fauci and Bill Gates. This was a common cold virus, fact, not particularly life 

threatening but unpleasant nonetheless, yet the figures for total deaths of the origin of the 

virus according to media and government puppets, has only registered 4634 so less than 

5% of the deaths in a country located near 6k miles away from west coast of America and 

another 3k miles from the so called virus epicenter New York and New Jersey, does 

anybody not find that odd? DUST IN THE WIND 

 

Are we all just dust in the wind is the big question? just highlighting as the line from the 

song said, Same old song, Just a drop of water in an endless sea. All we do crumbles to 

the ground, though we refuse to see, therein lies the problem though we refuse to see. 

Another line Now don't hang on, nothin' last forever but the earth and sky It slips away, 

and all your money won't another minute buy. For all the money doesn't buy you time, 

only illusion, life and life force energy is the most precious resource on this planet, yet it 

is frivolously squandered in a plethora of stupidity, pettiness, bitterness, envy and greed. 

How we as people are judged is how we look after others, particularly the vulnerable, and 

we have not done a great job at that, no matter which color, country or religion, you are 

affiliated to. Our report card was we got a grade F, F for fail, and we can all grow a set, a 

conscience and a responsibility or play hide and seek jackasses behind masks, which is it 

to be?  

 

On March 24th people in America got a heads up as to what they were up to, step 

forward jackass Texas Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick. Does anyone ask why we have 

a state official with a Military title? Dan Patrick had this to say on National TV who is of 

the opinion that old people, i.e. those most at risk, should volunteer to die to save the 

economy. Appearing on Fox News, Patrick told Tucker Carlson, “No one reached out to 

me and said, ‘As a senior citizen, are you willing to take a chance on your survival in 

exchange for keeping the America, that all America loves for your children and 

grandchildren?’” But if they had? “If that is the exchange, I’m all in,” Patrick said. He 

continued: “That doesn’t make me noble or brave or anything like that. I just think there 

are lots of grandparents out there in this country, like me, I have six grandchildren, that 

what we all care about and what we love more than anything are those children. Yes they 

love the children in Texas as is one of the main states that houses stolen children for 

harvesting and other nefarious programs against children, ain't that right Texas Bush 

Rangers, their correct term. I want to live smart and see through this, but I don’t want the 
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whole country to be sacrificed, nice term he used sacrifice, then why haven't officials like 

you and many others ignored warnings from this show and The Trustee Kim Goguen, 

that they were financially assassinating this country from 2016 onwards? We told Trump 

exactly what they were doing and what has been done to prevent it? installed Black Rock 

group which is the Black Sun into the Federal Reserve and him and Q, along with 

QAnons all celebrated it. The lesser of two evils is still evil you jackasses, and I am not 

sure they are the lesser either. I’ve talked to hundreds of people, Tucker, and just in the 

last week, making calls all the time, and everyone says pretty much the same thing. That 

we can’t lose our whole country, we’re having an economic collapse, I’m also a small 

businessman, I understand it, your a politician or lead official you understand nothing, 

absolutely nothing. FACT. I talk with business people all the time Tucker, my heart is 

lifted tonight by what I heard the president say because we can do more than one thing at 

a time, we can do two things, yes two things talk shit and then wipe your arse, both are at 

same point of origin. So my message is let’s get back to work, let’s get back to living. 

What in poverty, homeless, drugged to the eyeballs, poor health and illusion Mr Patrick? 

Is that what you call living you complete jackass, it's not, only the deluded and city of 

light people think that. Let’s be smart about it and those of us who are 70-plus, we’ll take 

care of ourselves. But don’t sacrifice the country, don’t do that, don’t ruin this great 

America.” 

 

Oh dear this great America, you mean this great America Mr. Patrick? (PLAY PIECE) 

America being great and patriotism is an illusion, the reality is it is Fascism in disguise, 

everyone must do shit for their country, sacrifice their children in fake wars for our 

freedoms, what a load of pure bollocks that is. The great question to be asked is, what has 

your country done for you? nothing! it is MK Ultra programming again. Your country 

has poisoned you, diseased you, sprayed you, spied upon you, lied through every orifice, 

made you sick, killed you in fake wars, foreclosed your homes, taken all your freedoms 

and rights away, think several acts but for those with short memories think Patriot Act, 

taken 900k children away every year, educated you to levels that the official records state 

as being retarded, the average American IQ is 89, look it up yourself, stolen your wages 

due to fake income tax, which is actual not a tax, it is a tribute to a foreign agent known 

as The Crown. Told you, you have Independence from 1776 it is an illusion and lie, told 

you, you won this and that war, another illusion and lie, reality is you won only against 

weak opponents with no air power, and the greater reality is, no one wins in wars, no one. 

Your country is not called the United States either, that is a European creation formed in 

Vienna, and transported here, United States has nothing to do with America or it's people. 

Only non thinking people believe wars are won, only non thinking people believe 

awarding badges for people who kill others for no apparent reason, and every single war 

has had no apparent or truthful reason ever in history. It was all about the control system 

and getting humans to kill each other for their control and their amusement. So please 

quit with this America is great nonsense, it's just not, it has been nothing short of a killing 
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field, home and abroad, even before the so called white man arrived, the natives were 

killing each other in record numbers prior to the European arrival, oops. Look you cannot 

provide solutions if you will not see the problem, you create what we have now and utter 

mess and carnage situation, where no one has a single plan to fix it. You want America to 

be great, then come and join us in providing solutions to fix it then, be the change, be the 

solution or carry on waving your flag which was British created and singing your 

National Anthem which was also British created and watch it collapse like a deck of 

cards, your choice. For those who will say who the hell is this Brit or Limey telling us 

this, well this Brit and Limey has done more for the people of your country than most 

will ever do, at great risk and cost to my own life. I come with truths and facts, all of 

which are provable by your own selves, research it and find out for yourselves and then 

come back and tell me I am wrong, because sadly I am not. 

 

So what is behind the killing of mainly the elderly, well that goes back to an earlier THI 

show where we mentioned they were looting Social Security and Pensions fund, to 

initially funds the so called Stimulus Checks, near 8 weeks later over 1/2 of Americans 

have yet to receive said checks, why? no funds is why. But let's go into the background a 

bit before we circle back and summarize things by reminding listeners of some of the 

intel put in our show this year. The Pentagon was stocked up on virus test kits in 

December last year before the virus kicked in. They were going to make a massive profit 

and selling kits at massive mark up prices to the American people and Government. This 

tells you this was a pre-planned event and certain groups where aware of this before the 

virus started, the implications of that, should smash through every fibre and cells of every 

Americans bodies. Then we reported that the Government was only going to give PPE's 

Personal Protection Equipment to Government affiliated organizations only, cutting off 

all private clinics and hospitals, charity hospitals and several other organizations in the 

retail industry also. This is selective and preferential treatment given to the few, when all 

those who would receive PPE's were only in their jobs or positions because of the peoples 

taxes, so the very people who paid for it, would not receive PPE's, ponder on that for a 

second, well actually ponder on it a while until it sinks in. Here is a little publicized fact 

that the regions that were put under total lock-down at an earlier time, like Italy or New 

York, later on have the highest rates of infections and deaths, what does that tell you as 

you all sit at home complying with a plan these clowns have no idea of how to fix it. 

Given the last two pieces and there is worse to come, do you still think America is great? 

 

Early April Kim had reason to call Mr. Trump, as his son in law Kushner was not only 

blocking American companies, from selling or delivering key medical supplies to 

Americans, in fact one lead American medical suppliers was verbally threatened against 

giving PPE's to Americans. Kim tried to order PPE's from the UK, Russia and other 

countries, on behalf of The Trust and was going to give them away for free, but payments 

were blocked and they would have blocked supplies coming in anyway. But Kushner 
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went one step further along with the criminal organization known as FEMA, as they were 

in on the deal, he and FEMA made deals for PPE's masks, gloves and sanitizer from not 

only India, but the great arch enemy according to the media, and not exactly a health 

conscious country either, or the fact the virus originated there as well, from China of all 

places. Kushner and FEMA were then blocking all PPE's supplies via ports and airports, 

and were going to sell $1.25 masks to the American people for $7.50 each. That is pure 

evil and treason and yet that jackass carries on with not only his snake oil selling 

businesses, but dictates policy within this country for the benefit of isRAel. Why hasn't 

Trump fired this treasonous jackass? is the big question that remains unanswered. 

 

But this is what this whole shenanigans of fake lockdowns, people compliance and 

Orwellian style controls imposed on the people is all leading up to something much 

bigger, here is a pointer. This is an official announcement and Statement attributed to Lt. 

Col. Mike Andrews, Department of Defense spokesman: "Today the Department of 

Defense and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, announce a $138 

million contract with ApiJect Systems America for “Project Jumpstart” and “RAPID 

USA,” which together will dramatically expand U.S. production capability for 

domestically manufactured, medical-grade injection devices starting by October 2020. 

Spearheaded by the DOD’s Joint Acquisition Task Force (JATF), in coordination with 

the HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response, the contract 

will support “Jumpstart” to create a U.S.-based, high-speed supply chain for prefilled 

syringes beginning later this year by using well-established Blow-Fill-Seal (BFS) aseptic 

plastics manufacturing technology, suitable for combatting COVID-19 when a safe and 

proven vaccine becomes available. By immediately upgrading a sufficient number of 

existing domestic BFS facilities with installations of filling-line and technical 

improvements, “Jumpstart” will enable the manufacture of more than 100 million 

prefilled syringes for distribution across the United States by year-end 2020. The contract 

also enables ApiJect Systems America to accelerate the launch of RAPID USA 

manufactured in new and permanent U.S.-based BFS facilities with the ultimate 

production goal of over 500 million prefilled syringes (doses) in 2021. This effort will be 

executed initially in Connecticut, no surprise there another cesspit of born in and born to 

people, South Carolina and Illinois, with potential expansion to other U.S.-based 

locations. RAPID will provide increased lifesaving capability against future national 

health emergencies that require population-scale vaccine administration on an urgent 

basis. RAPID’s permanent fill-finish production capability will help significantly 

decrease the United States’ dependence on offshore supply chains and its reliance on 

older technologies with much longer production lead times. Is it rapids or rape ID's? 

These supplies can be used if a successful SARS-COV-2 vaccine is oral or intranasal 

rather than injectable." So, what does all this mean, well this was taken from the website 

of ApiJect and may give us more pointers as to their intentions. Whether health officials 

are running a scheduled vaccination program or an urgent pandemic response campaign, 
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they can make better decisions if they know when and where each injection occurs. With 

an optional RFID/NFC tag on each BFS prefilled syringe, ApiJect will make this 

possible. The tag is not just on the syringe, but inside of it as well and injectable. Before 

giving an injection, the healthcare worker will be able to launch a free mobile app and 

“tap" the prefilled syringe on their phone, capturing the NFC tag’s unique serial number, 

GPS location and date/time. The app then uploads the data to a government-selected 

cloud database, which CIA and NSA open source database center again, hello Robert 

David Steele. Aggregated injection data provides health administrators an evolving real-

time “injection map.” oh dear I will repeat that section again so people grasp what they 

are saying. If people think it will be optional, you are not as awake as you think, they told 

us masks are optional and then went and banned shoppers without a mask, I know it 

happened to me in Walmart's this week. There was further revealings on their website 

also, where they revealed this. Every year, some 14 million children around the world do 

not receive needed vaccinations. In addition, some 1.3 million people die annually from 

infections acquired when health workers improperly reuse syringes. 1.3M die each year 

from medical people misuse? where is the lockdown for that? where is the global 

exposure of that? but it gets worse. Yet another 20 million people per year contract HIV, 

HepB and other blood-borne diseases in this same way. Fortunately, BFS prefilled 

syringes will enable national health ministries worldwide to cover more of their citizens 

on the same budget – all while improving safety by eliminating syringe reuse and cross-

contamination of vials. So now we are up to 21.3M per year die or get some uncurable 

diseases because of injections, yet vaccines are safe they tell us? seriously and they 

expect us to believe this shit? Lets put this into perspective shall we as 21.3M is the 

equivalent of the whole of New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, Phoenix, 

Philadelphia, San Antonio and Riverside CA all residents dying each and every year. 

LOW LIFE IN HIGH PLACES 

 

This sickens me to the core, as a child I always like mixing with the elderly rather than 

my own age group, maybe that is why I like Holly and Michele a lot MUTTLEY I 

digress but our neglect of the elderly and the children is beyond epic proportions now, 

you have all heard the stories by now, ignorance is no longer an option, it is a choice, 

your choice. The insidious way we run our lives these days in pursuit of pieces of paper 

with numbers on to keep up fake lifestyles, fake appearances and fake lives leaves less 

and less time for the care of the children and parents or grand parents, and so more and 

more of them are being shunted into these places called care homes, more apt description 

is death and concentration camps for many of them, it's shameful. All to keep up a 

lifestyle of keeping up with the Jones's, and for what? the illusion you are doing and are 

well off to your friends, family and work colleagues, well, for over 90% of those in that 

program it is a debt cycle and an illusion. The real wealth and how we should all be 

judged is how we look after each other, and on that score we are morally bankrupt, don't 

agree with that? look around you, are you blind!! Real Social distancing applies to and 
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for the thinkers only, stay away from jackasses with their masks, taped out markers and 

rules enforcement, they are a danger to your health and mental well being. What they are 

running on us is not just a tiny inconvenience, they are prepping you all for the next stage 

of their mind control programming, of subservience and Orwellian control on steroids, as 

they will tell you that you have to be micro chipped in order to do or receive anything in 

the future, that DOD document tells you that 30 minutes ago. For people to turn around 

and say that won't be happening, well I have two words for you people, Martial Law, and 

I have two other words for you also 4th Reich. The people said that won't happen here, 

THIS IS AMERICA well it already has, not by Muslim jihadists, Commies, UN blue 

helmets or the Military, they pushed it onto the public and the people are not only 

complying with it, but enforcing it as well. This is the 4th Reich, this is Martial Law 

imposed by the people, as they are incapable of pulling it off and the stupid people 

complied, breaks my heart to witness such crass stupidity. So I said I would circle back 

and give you the sole reason they are killing off the elderly, because the old control 

system has looted the pension funds to such an extent, with no ability to pay it back due 

to their dwindling money supply, so they are killing off elderly, who are the main 

benefactors of the pension scheme. Your children and grand children will look back at 

this generation as the most stupid and gutless generation ever, is that the legacy you all 

wish to leave them? What happens next? well that is down to you all. RIGHT NOW 

 

Cease and Desist order on behalf of We the People: Cease and desist all vaccines, fake 

lockdowns, fake social distancing and destruction of all economies. Cease and desist the 

slaughter of the elderly, abuse and mistreatment of elderly in terms of care, and also 

using them as guinea pigs for injections, pills and your poisons and programs of death. 

Cease and desist WHO, Red Cross, Gates Foundation and UN of all programs of harm 

and death via deliberate infections and fake vaccines you have perpetrated on we the 

people, you are put on notice for crimes against humanity. Cease and desist Universities, 

Research Labs and connected Agencies for deliberate infections, harm and human 

experimentation, and using humans as weapons of mass destruction, you are put on 

notice for crimes against humanity. Cease and desist Dr. Green and five eyes programs 

ran in Canada and several other countries known as MK Ultra, you are put on notice for 

crimes against humanity. Cease and desist to the Media, you are complicit in mass 

deception, running fear based programs, treasonous plots against the people, you too are 

put on notice for crimes against humanity. Cease and desist to the general public also, 

your silence is complicity in all of the above, just quit that nonsense and speak up and 

out, living in fear benefits no one, show some damn courage for once. 

 

A society that neglects it's children (future) and elderly (wisdom) are always destined to 

fail. A society that puts money before children and elderly, is always destined to fail. A 

society that educates and not teaches, is always destined to fail. A society that is service 

to self (greed) and not service to others (need) is always destined to fail. A society 
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divided and not together assists all of the above. THInk and act different. MIC DROP 

BELIEVE 

 

 

 

 


